ConocoPhillips Pipe Line Company-Yellowstone Pipeline

- Continuing to finalize the mutual aid agreement with Tidewater Barge Lines for equipment access so that they can meet the planning standards for the Moses Lake Terminal. A deadline of December 30, 2011 was given to finalize the mutual aid agreement with Tidewater.
- The planning standard spreadsheets were completed with Tidewater equipment was added. The Moses Lake Terminal is still short 253 barrels per day for recovery resources at the 6-hour planning standard. Ecology suggested asking contractors to move appropriate skimmers to the Spokane Area to cover the shortage. A skimmer out of Seattle has been given an alternative travel speed of 45 mph, making up for the shortage.

2011 Scheduled Drills:

- 04/28/2011: Deployment Drill (Moses Lake)
- 6/6/2011: MSRC/NRC Wildlife Equipment Deployment (Mount Vernon)
- 10/20/2011: Deployment Drill (Spokane)

Nustar Pasco Pipeline

2011 Scheduled Drills:

- 6/28/2011: Tabletop Drill (Pasco)

Chevron Pipe Line Company

- Future Drills: On 8/16/2011, Chevron contractors, Big Sky Industrial, attempted to deploy SPR 63.0, but were unable to, so the drill ended before the GRP was deployed. Ecology has required MSRC to provide more training to their STAR contractors and asked Chevron to be a part of the training. The training will take place this year.
- Follow-up: Chevron is required to send the following to Ecology for approval:
  - Training dates
  - Training instructors
  - Course outline

We also asked that the training include the use of recovery devices as well as any other equipment identified in the Chevron plan as critical in the early response phase. We asked that this training be completed in the spring, not conducted in the spring. We plan on working with you to re-test this strategy next year. We are counting on you to make it clear to MSRC the scope and scale of this request.

2011 Scheduled Drills:

- 03/02/2011: Tabletop Drill (Pasco)
- 6/6/2011: MSRC/NRC Wildlife Equipment Deployment (Mount Vernon)
- 8/16/2011: Deployment Drill (Spokane)
- 10/25/2011: Deployment Drill (Pasco)
Olympic Pipe Line Company

2011 Scheduled Drills:
- 04/12/2011: Deployment Drill (Olympia)
  - Land based spill scenario
- 07/20/2011: Deployment Drill (Friday Creek)
  - Collection Strategy: boom, recovery, storage
- 10/10/2011: Tabletop/Deployment Drill (Central Area)
  - Joint BP Portland Terminal and Olympic Pipeline

Kinder Morgan Pipeline (TransMountain Pipeline)
- The Ecology Drill team met with three TransMountain Pipeline personnel to discuss the changes with the drill program.

2011 Scheduled Drills:
- 4/12/2011: MSRC Customer Cherry Point Deployment
  - Boom, recovery, storage in rough open water
  - Boom, recovery, boom vane
- 6/6/2011: MSRC Wildlife Equipment Deployment (Mount Vernon)
- 10/12/2011: Tabletop Drill

McChord Pipeline Co.
- Plan approved 11/24/2010

2011 Scheduled Drills:
- 6/6/2011: MSRC Wildlife Equipment Deployment (Mount Vernon)
- 6/8/2011: Deployment Drill
- 9/13/2011: Deployment Drill

Additional Information:
- Sending new response technology information to industry